
What is the CFAL ?
The language learning and self-learning center welcomes all students and faculty members in
ALLSH, to help them learn languages taught in the university.
We offermany educational resources, in paper or online, in order for you to study or for exams
or language certifications preparations like the CLES (Higher Education Language
Certification).
Different tutors provide weekly permanencies in the center to help users and provide
guidance in their learning experience aswell as to host conversations sessions.
The CFAL is also a place where students can meet and exchange. Different activities are
offered to create this exchange between French and internationals students:

- Tandem, on the spot or via video calls (every semester and by registration from the
center)

- Multilingual coffee
- Multilingual cross-comprehension (by registration, please ask more information to the

center)

Opening hours:
Every day from 9am to 5pm

Room C115



Conversations sessions
To allow you to develop your oral skills, the CFAL is offering conversations session hosted by
teachers or international students.
Hours and location are available on the CFAL website (https://allsh.univ-amu.fr/CFAL) or
directly in the center.

Tandemprogram
The Tandem program wish to create a linguistic dual exchange of six sessions for you to
practice oral skills in the language of your choice. You will communicate half of the session in
your native language and the other half in the native language of your partner in order to
enrich one another.
You will be assigned to a tutor whomwill monitor your progress, before meeting each other. A
placement test will be required in order to set your goals. You will also be invited to write a
small blog post to summarize your exchanges.
It is possible to acquire a bonus if all the requirement aremet.
Registration is mandatory at the center, room C115 at the beginning of each semester until
September 30th of the first semester and until January 31th of the second semester.

Tutoring
Daily, languages tutors are available in the CFALwork spaces for an hourminimum.
It is possible to come ask questions about languages you are studying, or to work with them.
These permanencies are open to all students and faculty members of ALLSH, to all educational
formations andwithout booking.
Permanencies open hours are available on the CFALwebsite and are often updated.

Multilingual coffee
Multilingual coffees are an excellent way to practice your oral skills in an informal context.



Come to chat about nothing and everything in the language of your choice around drinks and
nibbles!
Coffees are happening every Tuesdays and Thursdays between 12am to 2pm, no registration
required.

Cross-comprehensionworkshops
This workshop is open to all after registration in roomC115.
In this workshop, you will be taught to read and understand texts in different language that
youmay know a little or not at all amongst: Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian, Provençal,
and Catalan.

Other activities
Throughout the year, other activities are offered by our tutors (cine-club, debates). For more
information, please ask in the CFAL office in roomC115.


